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NetSupport Notify

What is it?
NetSupport Notify is a whole organisation critical messaging service for sharing important updates and messages for a variety of contexts and scenarios.

Key features and benefits
NetSupport Notify easily allows you to broadcast critical and sensitive messages across all devices in your IT real estate. From digital signage to devices such as your workstations and laptops across your network, Notify has you covered.

Who is it aimed at?
NetSupport Notify is aimed at schools where sharing of critical messages warning of upcoming events, updates, scheduled maintenance or emergency message broadcasts are an essential feature of your set-up.

How does it help?
NetSupport Notify helps by sending critical messages across your school when required. Messages can be branded with your school's branding and can be scheduled to aid efficiency and planning, making you more effective.

Summary
In summary, NetSupport Notify is the perfect solution for all time-sensitive and critical/emergency messaging you need for your school.

Learn more by visiting netsupportnotify.com
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